
TRANSFORM YOUR WAY OF 
GRINDING & POLISHING 

ENCLOSER BOX STROKE BELT POLISHER 
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OBTAIN THE PERFECT FINISH NEVER BEEN AS EASIER!
Abrasive belts 4" wide by 284'' length at 4550 FPM, belt return 
in a triangle shape to allow safe access to sanding belts with 
manual holding pads for a better visual on part and obtain the 
best parts quality.

Multiple axis arm to hold enclosure box by the means of 
vacuum cups. Arm can rotate to reach any surfaces and edges. 
Vacuum cups allow a good grip to maintain boxe up to 250lb.
The vertical movement of multiple axis arm, powered by 
electrical motor, allows an easier part approach. The standard 
graphite pad and axe pressure contact wheel help to obtain 
the perfect �nish.

Manual graphite pad to apply pressure and twist belt to match 
perfectly the edges and get a smooth �nish.

REDUCE YOUR SET UP TIME
Pneumatic belt tensioner with linear guides, adjustable 
pressure by air regulator which allows anyone to change the 
belt quickly and easily.
Belts to operate with two di�erent grits without any setup 
time required for belt changes.

A second abrasive belt to have simultaneously two belts 
with di�erent grit ready to polish enclosure box, includes 
sliding safety guard cover pneumatic tensioner and a 
longer stroke on the multiple axis arm to keep the 48" 
sanding width capacity on both belt
Custom jig on request
Variable speed from 3300 to 6300 fpm for 5 HP motor
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OPTIONS

EBP

MULTIPLE AXIS ARM

FOOT PEDAL CONTROL BOX

DUAL BELT

Remove weld seam and obtain grinding more quickly

▼ Allow the operator to operate without e�orts

▼ Best team for all situations

SANDING BELT BREAKING DETECTOR


